
     

Technical Market View 

The SPX closed the week higher and pinned right at 3900 after regaining the 8/21 EMA’s on a closing basis for two 
consecutive days. The Nasdaq led the advance as tech growth names showed outperformance and the QQQ index got 
above its late June highs slightly. The S&P will need to stay above the 3850-level short term which is roughly the 21-EMA 
support and now potential to see follow through up to the key 4000 round number level near the 55-EMA into the July 
monthly expiration. Also, this week’s low near 3750 becomes a spot to hold on the pullbacks as it potentially has created 
the first higher low in quite some time. RSI got above a key trendline from the March highs and perhaps showing a 
leading signal as the SPX tries to near 4000. MACD continues to slope higher after the bullish cross recently. 

 

Market Sentiment/Breadth 

AAII sentiment for the week ending 7/6 showed bullish responses drop to 19.4% from 22.8% prior while bearish 
responses rose to 52.8% from 46.7%. Neutral sentiment fell to 27.8% from 30.5%. The percentage of individual investors 
expecting stocks to decline further is above 50% for the seventh time in 11 weeks. The latest AAII Sentiment Survey also 
shows both optimism and neutral sentiment falling. NAAIM Exposure fell slightly to 27.85 and still in bearish sentiment. 
Lipper fund flows for the week ending 7/6 had $7.9B of outflows of equities. The 4th straight week of outflows of at least 
-$5B. Friday’s close saw NYSE new highs at 7 while new lows of 56 and a 30-day MA of New High/Low Differential at -
194. Bearish breadth continues but improving. The percentage of SPX stocks above their 50-MA is 28.4% while those 
above their 200-MA was 23.4%. NYSI and NASI Summation index both above the 8-MA and continue to slope higher. 
NYMO fell to 26 to end the week neutral. Cumulative AD remaining in a downtrend below the 40 EMA short term and 89 
EMA long term. CBOE Equity P/C 50-day MA at 0.68 and at very high levels showing extreme pessimism. CNN Fear and 
Greed in Fear zone at 30 from 24 last week. 
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Seasonality Outlook 

Per the Trader's Almanac,  
 

• Monday of July expiration week has been bullish, Nasdaq up 27 years, down 14 since 1980. Dow is up 14 of the 
last 18 years. 

• July options expiration week has been bullish, S&P up 24 years, down 17 since 1980. 
• July Friday OPEX day the Dow is down 14 of the last 21 years, weakest in bear markets. 

  
Below shows the daily odds the market has been up each day since the year 2000. July options expiration week is quite 
bullish especially the Wednesday and Thursday prior to expiration with the Nasdaq slightly stronger overall. Wednesday 
of OPEX week has been higher in 81% of years for the S&P. While the week of expiration has a bullish bias, expiration 
Friday is weaker with the S&P up just 38% of years since 2000. The week after July OPEX tends to be more bearish with 
pockets of strength but the week overall ends on a soft note. Thursday of that week is especially one of the weakest 
days of the month seasonally with the Nasdaq up just 10% of years. 
  

 
 

Market Event Outlook 

Monday: FOMC Member Williams Speaks; International Data: BOJ Gov Kuroda Speaks, Japan Core Machinery Orders, 
BOE Gov Bailey Speaks; Earnings Before the Open: AZZ, GBX; Earnings After the Close: PEP, PSMT; Analyst Meetings at 
SGH, DCPH; Conferences: William Blair Biotech Focus Conference (FGEN, BBI, IKNA, IMRX, KRYS, PNT, TSHA, VTGN)  

Tuesday: 10 yr. Bond Auction; International Data: EU Economic Forecasts, BOE Gov Bailey Speaks, UK GDP, German 
Economic Sentiment, China Trade Balance; Earnings Before the Open: ANGO; Analyst Meetings at NTAP, INTU, ESTC, 
NVMI, FDS, GSM; Conferences: SEMICON West (ONTO), KeyBanc: Spotlight: Entering the Nuclear Renaissance (CEG, 
DUK); Amazon (AMZN) Prime Day; PDUFA for tislelizumab BLA: BGNE, NVS 



Wednesday: CPI Inflation, Crude Oil Inventories, 30 yr. Bond Auction, Beige Book, Federal Budget Balance; International 
Data: Australia Employment Change, Germany Inflation, Eurozone Manufacturing; Earnings Before the Open: DAL, 
FAST; Earnings After the Close: WAFD; Analyst Meetings at BALY, SNY, CPRT, TSE, SU; PDUFA for REGEN-COV 
BLA: REGN, RHHBY; Conferences: CEO Summit (ACMR, AOSL, ACLS, ICHR, COHU)  

Thursday: PPI Inflation, Jobless Claims, FOMC Member Waller Speaks; International Data: China GDP, Retail Sales, 
Industrial Production, Japan Industrial production; Earnings Before the Open: CTAS, CAG, ERIC, FRC, JPM, MS, TSM; 
Earnings After the Close: AOUT; Analyst Meetings at SNX, ZM, VZIO 

Friday: Retail Sales, Empire State Manufacturing Index, Import Prices, Industrial Production, Capacity Utilization, Prelim 
Consumer Sentiment, Business Inventories; Earnings Before the Open: BLK, BK, C, PNC, PGR, STT, USB, UNH, WFC;  

Weekly Open Interest Radar 

Starbucks (SBUX) shares are flagging bullishly above the 8 EMA and monthly VPOC near 78.25 with a potential breakout 
trigger above 80 and the top of monthly value area. The stock has been basing nicely the past few months and has 
formed a longer term inverted bottoming base that may try to rebound and retest the YTD VWAP near 85 as a first 
target. Options flows and open interest have been bullish with massive size in January $80 short puts still in OI from late 
April sales for more than $5.5M. Also call buyers in January $80 calls for $2.5M continue to hold and recent fresh buyers 
over 3,000x in August $80 calls at $3.39. 

Trade to Consider: Long the SBUX August $80 calls at $3.40 or better. 

 



Weekly Options Technical Trade Set-Up 

Ticker BILI 
Trigger Level 27.50 
Call/Put Calls 
Strike 27.50 
Target 30 
Stop 26 

 

 

Credit Spread of the Week 

Materials Name Oversold into Support 
  
CF Industries (CF) is a $17.9B materials company that is a leading global manufacturer of hydrogen and nitrogen 
products for clean energy, emissions abatement, fertilizer, and other industrial applications. The stock has pulled back 
recently to the 200 EMA longer term support at 80 after a large rally earlier in the year topped out near 113. CF closed 
back inside monthly value on Friday over 85 after a bull hammer candle again off the lower 80s zone of support. MACD 
seeing a bull cross and prices looking poised to retrace back up to the top of the monthly value area at 94. The stock also 
has a naked VPOC at 100 yet to be tested since it broke under in early June. Selling a bull put spread into support looking 
for the stock to stay above 85. With the selloff in materials and commodities, CF has increased its 30-day IV rank to over 
50% so options premiums are higher than average. Options flows still have short puts in open interest in size with 
November $82.50 puts sold back in late April for $8.95. Also, the January $95 puts sold to open on 3/29 for $15.70 still in 
OI and currently underwater needing a rally back to 95. 
 
Trade to consider: Sell CF August 85/80 bull put spread at $2.10 credit or better. Targeting 50% profit of the credit. 
 



 
 

Insider Trade of the Week 

Macerich (MAC) with several insider buys this past month from its President buying 60k shares on 6/30 at a price of 
$8.75 and 40k shares on 6/10 at $10.28, combined purchases at about $936k. This also follows the CEO buying 25k 
shares at $9.49 on 6/13 for about $237k and both significant increases to their stakes. The stock is under $10 so it does 
not see a lot of options action but has a large January $20 short put position in open interest from a trade back in March 
2021 selling at $10.50 that would benefit from a rally. The stock has been in a strong downtrend the past year after it 
slid below its yearly VPOC at 15.80 earlier this year but now hitting a large support from 2020 in the form of a volume 
node in the 8.50 range. MAC is very stretched from its 21-week EMA at 12.28 and YTD VWAP is up at 13.74 so potential 
for an oversold rebound on any positive surprise. The $2B company trades at 16x EV/EBITDA, 7.7x sales, and 0.7x book 
value with a 6.6% dividend yield. FY23 is expected to grow revenues +5.2% and FY24 estimates at +1.5%. MAC is a self-
managed real estate investment trust (REIT) and owns and operates Class A (high-end) malls spread across the United 
States. Like all mall owners, its business was savaged during the Covid-related, government-imposed shutdowns of 2020 
and is still recovering. Average analyst target is at $17 with a Street high at $35. Compass Point recently lowered their 
target to $20 but kept a Buy rating on the stock saying they think mall owners appear to have solid contractual NOI 
growth prospects for 2022 and 2023 with fixed rent bumps and attractive signed not open pipelines. On 3/31, Deutsche 
Bank adjusted their target to still a bullish $23 and kept a Buy rating saying outsized demand fueled by healthy retailer 
leasing pushed volumes ahead of expectations in 2021. Further occupancy growth for retail real estate investment trusts 
in Q1 and for 2022, positively impacting both strips and malls. Bankruptcy season has been a relative nonevent while 
demand appears resilient for well-located centers. Short interest is high at 11.4%. Hedge fund ownership rose 9% last 
quarter.  

Earnings Preview 

Morgan Stanley (MS) is reporting earnings on 7/14 before the market opens and the Street is looking for $1.61 
EPS/$13.476B in sales. Shares have closed higher 6 of the last 8 reports and higher 4 straight with a median closing move 
of +1% and average max move of 3.5%. Current implied move is 3.9%. The average IV crush for earnings is about -13%. 
Historical put/call OI percentile sits at 68.9%. Short interest at 1.3%. MS shares have been trending lower with markets 
since breaking beneath its 200-day EMA earlier this year and recently bounced from 72.50 but still firmly below yearly 



value area low at 83. Oversold in the short term but the stock has plenty of resistance overhead between 78-81 with the 
55 EMA at near 80.70. MS has little support below 72 until about 65 where there is an untested VPOC so a crucial level 
to hold on weakness. The $134.2B company trades 10.8X earnings, 1.4X book value, and has a FCF yield of 3.5% with a 
3.6% dividend yield. Revenues are expected to grow 4.7% in FY23 and 3.8% in FY24. Analysts have an average target for 
shares of $105 with a Street High $125. Goldman out this past week on Bank earnings heading into EPS, we believe the 
market has not marked for expected capital markets and wealth and asset management performance in the quarter. 
They expect the most downside potential from Morgan Stanley, where the market does not appear to have factored in a 
weaker investment banking backdrop (especially given MS's ECM skew) and lower market levels impacting AUM and 
fees in the wealth business. Piper lowered their price target to $90 last week saying macro-outlook uncertainty abounds 
as the broker/dealer sector enters earnings season. They reduced earnings estimates to reflect capital markets related 
revenue headwinds. Trading remains meaningfully more resilient than investment banking. Options flows have had 
mixed action but a recent opening call seller in August $80 calls at $3.20 and in mid-June a few large bearish trades in 
January 2024 options. Sellers of the $75 calls at $13.65 for over $1.4M and a buyer of $65 puts at $7.85. Also, the large 
September $100 puts bought on 3/15 at $17.67 for $3.5M remain in OI. On 6/29, an opening buyer of January 2024 $80 
calls at $11 for $1.9M. 

Trade to Consider: Long MS July/August $75 put calendar at $2.10 or better 

Weekly Small Cap Write-Up 

Clearfield (CLFD) is a small cap featured in our 2020 Annual Outlook as a top name and shares recently returned to 
those levels after an incredible performance in 2021 but the last three weeks have rebounded more than 30% and are 
now just -14% YTD. 

Clearfield is focused on providing fiber management, fiber protection, and fiber delivery products that accelerate the 
turn-up of gigabit speed bandwidth to residential homes, businesses, and network infrastructure in the wireline and 
wireless access network. It offers a broad portfolio of fiber products that allow service providers to build fiber networks 
faster, meet service delivery demands, and align build costs with take rates. Its products speed up the time to revenue 
for our service provider customers in Multiple Dwelling Units (“MDUs”) and Multiple Tenant Units (“MTUs”) by reducing 
the amount of labor and materials needed to provide gigabit service. Clearfield is removing barriers to wireless 4G/5G 
small cell, Cloud Radio Access Network (“C-RAN”), and distributed antenna system (“DAS”) deployments through better 
fiber management, test access, and fiber protection. CLFD in May announces an acquisition of Nestor Cables for $23M, a 
leading developer and manufacturer of fiber optic cable solutions.  

 



Clearfield’s products are sold across broadband service providers and are sold direct to customers through the 
Company’s sales force as well as through authorized distributors. For the fiscal years ended September 30, 2021 and 
2020, the Company had two customers that comprised 28% and 30% of net sales, respectively, and both are 
distributors. CLFD does seen seasonality and typically experiences sequentially lower sales in first and second fiscal year 
quarters, primarily due to customer budget cycles, deployment schedules of outdoor products, some customer 
geographical concentrations as well as standard vacation and holiday calendars.  Sales have usually reached a seasonal 
peak in third and fourth fiscal quarters. 

CLFD has a market cap of $980M and trades 15.7X FY23 EBITDA estimates and 23.5X FY22 earnings estimates. CLFD 
revenues are seen rising 53.2% in 2022 and despite incredibly tough comps in 2023 seen rising another 13-15% with 
further EBITDA growth as well. CLFD operates at 43.5% gross margins and adjusted EBITDA margins nearing 20% along 
with 6% FCF margins. The balance sheet is strong with no debt. Bookings led shipments by $34 million for the 3-month 
period last quarter, creating a backlog of $136 million as of March 31, 2022. 

CLFD could make a strong acquisition candidate for competitor Corning (GLW). CLFD should see further tailwinds with 
more new fiber expected in the next five-years than all-years to date with commitments from AT&T, Frontier, Lumen, 
Verizon, and Windstream for 54-56M Fiber homes by 2030 from 37M currently. CLFD also has the opportunity to take a 
foothold in the upcoming 5G capex cycle in small cell deployment. CLFD will be providing updates on the product 
pipeline in the near future, including solutions for future 5G and Edge computing opportunities.  

 

 

 

 



July 2022 OpEx Notable Open Interest 

July 2022 OpEx Gamma 

Negative: FCX, WDC, CCL, EQT, UPST, AA, INTC, BHC, MU, AXP, UNP, COP, KR, RCL, BX, BLK, LIN, KSS, WRBY, TWTR, NUE, 
HST 

Positive: BABA, GOOGL, MRNA, OXY, NBIX, CLX, DQ, BA, AXSM, ZS, DLO,  DOCS, CI, IRTC, ALNY, ONEM, PRVA, CELH, 
TTWO, ABBV 

 



 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Disclaimer: 

Not Investment Advice or Recommendation 

Any descriptions "to buy", "to sell", "long", "short" or any other trade related terminology should not be seen 
as a recommendation.  The Author may or may not take positions in any of the names mentioned, and is not 
obligated to disclose positions, nor position sizes. 

Content is for informational and educational purposes only, and is not to be construed as specific investment 
advice or recommendations. You alone will need to evaluate the merits and risks associated with the use of this 
content. Decisions based on information provided are your sole responsibility, and before making any decision 
on the basis of this information, you should consider (with or without the assistance of a financial and/or 
securities adviser) whether the information is appropriate in light of your particular investment needs, 
objectives and financial circumstances. Investors should seek qualified professional financial advice regarding 
the suitability of investing in any securities or following any investment strategies. 

No reference to any specific security constitutes a recommendation to buy, sell or hold that security or any 
other security. Nothing constitutes investment advice or offers any opinion with respect to the suitability of 
any security, and the views expressed on this website should not be taken as advice to buy, sell or hold any 
security. In preparing the information contained in this website, OptionsHawk has not taken into account the 
investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances of any particular investor. This information does not 
consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any specific recipient of 
this information and investments discussed may not be suitable for all investors 

Please see full legal disclaimer and terms of the subscription agreement for further details: 

Note: Any attempt to copy or forward contents of this email is a violation of your subscriber agreement and 
can result in termination without refund.  Please note your subscriber agreement makes you legally liable for 
any copyright infringement. 

 

 


